Analysis of skeletal muscle performance using piezoelectric film sensors.
A flexible piezoelectric thin film sensor has been proposed recently in several studies for detection of muscle movements. The objective of this study was to investigate the ability of this sensor to assess skeletal muscle performance and fatigue under isokinetic contractions. Simultaneous noninvasive measurements of muscles activity were done using surface electromyography (EMG) electrodes and two thin film piezoelectric sensors. Measurements were taken from the biceps during slow and fast elbow flexion with and without strong grip, during different weight lifting and from the gastrocnemius during treadmill marching at speeds of 4 and of 10 kph. The results shows correlation between the onset of EMG and the piezoelectric sensors (Piezo) signals during muscle contraction. Increasing contraction intensity increase significantly both EMG and Piezo signals. Higher contractions velocity increased Piezo signal. Opposite linear relation was found between the average maximal EMG envelope amplitudes and the average maximal Piezo peaks with increasing loads. The significant decrease in the maximal Piezo peaks with time of all 3 subjects during elbow flexion while holding weight suggests the ability of piezoelectric thin film sensor to track muscle fatigue during isokinetic contractions.